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thick and unpalatable, giving out a very disagreeable smell.'
Miss North gives a more graphic description: "The outer shell
was green and heart-shaped; only the inner shell was double,
and full of white jelly, enough to fill the largest soup tureen.'1
And elsewhere, as quoted by Sir Henry Yule: *I ate some of
the jelly  from  inside	of  the purest  white   and   not   bad.'2
The late General Gordon, who, as is well known, was deeplj
Interested in the palm, on somewhat mystical grounds, informed
me in a note: £The nut when ripe is black and falls from the
tree; the gelatinous jelly is then hard like ivory.' It would be
extremely interesting to trace the histological changes which
accompany  that of the texture	     According to the 'Genera
Plantaruni' Lodoieea has the embryo basilaris, sinum spectans.
But iinloss I am mistaken the sinus is the apex of the nut, and
the embryo is therefore apical. In any case the sinus, being
open, affords the embryo a free path for emergence."
germination.—According to William Hooker, a year elapses
from the period of its falling from the tree before the nut
begins to germinate. Button, however, says, that it germinates
four or five months after falling from the tree, and sometimes
even before. Thiselton-Dyer gives the following description:
**The germination morphologically is of an ordinary monocoty-
ledonous type. The apex of the cotyledon remains immersed
in the endosperm and develops into a vast suctorial organ,
while its petiole, which is about an inch in diameter, emerges
from the nut, carrying with it the plumule and 'radicle.'**
According to Button, the petiole "enters the ground to the
depth of about one or two feet, then continues underground
nearly parallel to the surface for a distance of four, five, six
feet, sometimes more." "A note of General Gordon's is that it
* comes to sprout out of the ground twelve feet from nut.'
Mr. Button subsequently informed me that it 'runs in the ground,
sometimes to a distance of several yards before coming to the
surface.' * (Thiselton-Dyer.) 3
Fauvel*   draws   the   attention   to an interesting fact which
* " Recollections o* a Happy lafe," IE, 289.        * " Hobson-Johson," 178.
"On tbc Chemical side of germination cf-:
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